Are Your Claim Payments

CYBERSAFE?
More is at risk

By 2021, researchers predict

cybercrime damages will cost the world

$6 TRILLION

50%

ANNUALLYas data breaches become

of respondents in multiple industries had
experienced an increase in cyber attacks in
the past year—and the types of threats are
becoming more sophisticated.

more prevalent and costly for organizations. Increased
security and compliance helps reduce your risk.

63%

of confirmed data breaches
involved leveraging weak,
default or stolen passwords.

113

is the number of
cyber attacks insurance
companies experience
per year.

365 DAYS

$40 MILLION

The average time to detect and contain a
mega breach – almost 100 days longer than
a smaller scale breach (266 days).

The average cost of a data breach of
1 million compromised records.

Revenue ( in trillion of $) 6

Any business that
maintains access to
PHI and payment
information is a target.
With the steady

growth of payments
achieving and maintaining
compliance is critical
to business growth and
customer confidence.

6%
$2 trillion

Payments are expected
to rise at a rate of
during the next 5 years,
exceeding

by 2020.5
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33%

of consumers would stop
A KPMG
survey found... making purchases from a company
for at least three months after an attack. Imagine the consequences
to an insurance company that falls victim to attack, especially when
lost business is difficult to reclaim.

Within 1 year of achieving compliance standards: 7

It’s not just
achieving
compliance,
it’s about
sustaining it.

70%

lost compliance
certification

Despite the increasing importance
and customer demand for PCI
compliance many companies
struggle to attain and maintain
compliance standards.

$50,000+

30%
maintained compliance standards

The cost of obtaining Level 1 PCI compliance,8 which doesn’t
include the other compliance certifications needed for utmost
protection and security.

VPay makes security and compliance easy
Pay policyholders and service providers the way you want— faster and more securely with:

✓ Unique 1:1 payment preferencing

provides fast payments maximizing
electronic adoption and trackability

✓ Secure, single system of record for all

✓ Real-time access to all payment data,
all the time through secure portal

✓ Proven regulatory and legislative

financial, claim and delivery data

leadership on claim payment issues
at Federal and state levels

✓ Best-in-class certifications and processes
VPay maintains the following industry recognized and trusted compliance certifications.
SOC 1 Type II
SOC 2 Type II

Learn more about VPay’s total claim payment solution, visit www.vpayusa.com.
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